Hi Philipp and Joan

Wanted to just share the feedback we just got from AT&T regarding Google.com as the default browser. As you know, we have been pushing hard on compliance of our contract which states that by July 1st they must set the default browser homepage on Android devices to either (a) point to att.net powered by Google, or (b) point to Google.com. As it stands now, the att.net portal is powered by Yahoo search.

We are making positive progress as you can see from what they just sent us below. We will update once implemented.

Thanks

Ornella

We will make Google.com the default browser home page for devices that enter our lab after June 30, 2015. In parallel, we will keep working on an att.net solution that includes Google Search with the understanding that we will be able to switch to that solution once it becomes available.

For clarity, there are devices that entered lab before June 30th that will launch after July 1st and will still have att.net as the default home page. Per the contract language below, the current att.net home page is still permitted on those devices without impacting AT&T’s search payment eligibility.